
1st dam

2nd dam
ST PATS TEA SI 109, by Mr Jess Perry. 5 wins to 4, $95,791, Louisiana Champions Day Derby [R] [G2], TQHA Sires’ Cup Derby [R] [G3], 2nd Delta Downs Louisiana Breeders’ Derby [R] [G3], LQHBA Sophomore [F] [R]. Dam of 21 foals to race, 18 ROM, including—


NATIVE TEA ROSE SI 90 (f. by First Down Dash). 6 wins to 4, $260,905, Charger Bar H. [G2], California Breeders Matron S. [R] [G3], Las Damas H. [G3], Stel Corona S., finalist in the All American Futurity [G1].


First Tea Rose SI 91 (f. by First Down Dash). 3 wins in 6 starts at 2, $33,744, finalist in the Sam Houston Futurity [G1], Firecracker Futurity [G2]. Dam of—

ROCK THAT WAGON SI 99. 9 wins to 8, $124,399, Simulcast Services S., Dash For Speed Bonus Challenge S., 2nd American Flyer S., etc.

ROB THAT WAGON SI 104. 6 wins in 10 starts to 3, 2019, $88,883, Sandy Downs Juvenile Challenge, Bitterroot Futurity [R], Oneida County Futurity [R], 2nd AQHA Derby Challenge, Bitterroot Derby. The Rose Card SI 105. 3 wins to 6, $36,660. Set NTR.

3rd dam
SHES MY TEA SI 92, by Hemp Meyers. 9 wins to 4, $26,913, finalist in the LQHBA Futurity [R] [G3], Sister to LOTTA TEA SI 94 ($49,422 [R] [G3]), Shesa Winning Rose SI 93 (dam of Cristata SI 101, $54,252). Out of NATIVE TEA SI 106 ($170,289). Dam of 5 foals, 4 ROM, including—

ST PATS TEA SI 109 (Mr Jess Perry). Stakes winner, above.

Mon Ti Fleur SI 90 (Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins to 3, $10,990. Dam of MON TI ROSE SI 103 ($284,169 [R] [G2]), MON TI STOLI SI 111 ($81,107), Get Cash Now SI 101 ($143,271 [R] [G1]), Mon Ti Dash SI 96 ($123,094), Fast Dash Mon SI 103 (3 wins at 3, $53,854), Adios Mr Perry SI 95 (3 wins, $52,965); granddam of Always Ifs SI 95 ($48,105 [G3]).

ENGAGEMENTS: AQHA Challenge, Los Alamitos Two Million Fut., PCQHRA Breeders’ Fut. & Derby

Eligible for Cal-Bred accreditation; embryo transfer
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